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The general impropriety of these methods is well illustrated
by the way in which Moscow dealt with those Drusag employees
who were of German race but not of German nationality.
When the company was wound up, and hundreds of these
employees had suddenly lost their positions, Dnisag offered
these officials a chance of emigration and of fresh work. Moscow^
however, decided that, apart from German nationals, no
Drusag official was to leave the country. Most of the former
Drusag employees, who are rebuked for having worked for
a foreign undertaking, are now exposed to the hardest of lots
—some, indeed, to extinction. The point is—and this illustrates
another of Moscow's methods—that the Russian Govern-
ment can thus exercise a kind of blackmail over the former
Drusag employees who are now abroad; for it is assumed that
they will, at least for a time, be reticent in revealing the true
position in the south, if only to save their former colleagues
from reprisals. This, as has been generally known for years,
is one of the oldest and best-proved of Moscow's methods.
Fortunate exceptions are made only when the Government's
need for foreign exchange becomes urgent; then, charac-
teristically enough, certain Soviet citizens are allowed to leave
the country, In such instances an operation takes place which
in reality is simply a modern trade in human beings. For a sum
of £100 or £200 or even more, Soviet citizens are handed over
to their relatives through the intennediacy of "Intourist"; but
these are only a few elect persons, while all others, even if they
have promises of work or support abroad, have to continue
under the system of "modern forced labour," as Mr. Mug-
geridge calls it.
Since the famine has become so much more acute in Russia*
there have been an increasing number of cases where members
of the Russian services, particularly of the air force, have fled
abroad and have given accounts of the position in Russia. In
order to prevent escaping officers and officials from spreading
such reports the Soviet Government has had recourse to a

